
Career and Technical Education (CTE) Deans Meeting 
Wednesday, April 20, 2005 

Dole Street Conference Room 
 
In attendance:  Clyde Kojiro (HawCC), Bernadette Howard (HonCC), Earl Nishiguchi (KauCC), Sandy Hoshino and Mike Tagawa (LeeCC), 
Suzette Robinson (MauCC), Geri Kabei (WinCC) 
 

Agenda Item Discussion Notes Outcome/Action Items 
1.  Approval of March 9, 

2005 minutes 
Carol pointed out the outcomes/findings of items from the last 
meeting that might be of particular interest to the Deans.   
• Changes to the IR calendar – Cheryl will check with the State 

Director’s Office about the possibilities of changing the 
reporting year to something other than Fall to Summer. 

• Core Content Standards – Jean Hara is still trying to collect all 
of the standards, determine their status, and find the list of 
participants for each of the standards committees. 

• “10% Rule” -- Mike R. clarified that the 10% rule should be 
applied at the PI level.  When campuses receive $ directly 
from the federal government, they have the 10% discretion, 
but for Perkins, Mike Rota signs off as the PI, and he has not 
yet delegated that discretion.  If someone can find a reference 
for another interpretation, please share… if not, we need to 
establish a reasonable process.  In the meantime, we are 
considering adding language to the Assurance Form to 
provide the Chancellors with the flexibility and responsibility 
for spending within the guidelines. 

 

The minutes were approved. 
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2.  EXCEL – Staff 
Development Group 

• Jerry Cerny, the new chair of EXCEL, explained how the 
group was created, described the composition of the group, 
and provided a list of the activities the group planned and 
coordinated since its inception in 2003.   

• Jerry suggested that the CTE Deans take advantage of the 
willingness of the committee members to take on new 
challenges and plan and implement meaningful professional 
development opportunities for UHCC faculty and staff.  One 
of the Deans suggested that EXCEL instead report to the 
DOI/DOSS group in the same capacity. 

• Jerry asked for $10,345 in funding to send 11 faculty to the 
2005 Great Teachers Seminar. 

   

o Suzette will put on agenda for the next 
CTE dean's meeting:  EXCEL where does 
it belong? 

 
o Carol will contact Jerry about 2004-05 

Leadership money that was budgeted for 
this group.  (Done) 

o Carol will contact Jerry about the 
committee’s approval of $10,345 from 
lapsing $ for the Great Teachers 
Conference.  (Done) 

 

3.  Update on Non-Trad 
Projects 

Barbara Tavares from the Office of the State Director for Career 
and Technical Education: 
• Reported on the Dee Grayson training that took place during 

Spring Break across the State and she shared a brochure on 
this topic. 

• Discussed the difference between Gender Equity and Non-
Traditional  (see handout) 

• Reported on the Nontraditional Incubation Project and the 
initiatives that are taking place on 6 of the 7 CC campuses.  
(see handout) 

 

4.  Update on List of Non-
Trad Programs  

Cheryl Chappell-Long explained the process of identifying non-
trad programs in the CCs.  She reported that the last time this 
was reviewed was in 2000; and noted that it was time to reassess 
the matching of programs to the occupations they lead to.  She 
provided handouts for reference and asked that the campuses 
review the initial “Majors-Matched-to-Occupations” her office 
prepared and asked that they provide her with feedback by July 
1.   

Cheryl will send electronic copies of the 
handouts to Carol, who will forward them to 
the Deans.   (4/21/05, Done) 
 
The Deans will provide Cheryl with campus 
input by July 1.  

5.  Update on PHIs Cheryl Chappell-Long reported that she has received a complete 
set of PHIs from Maui CC and a partial set of PHIs from Hawaii 

The Deans will check back at their respective 
campuses on the status of the completion of 
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CC.  She has not received anything else from the other 
campuses.  The PHIs were due Friday, April 15.  

their PHIs and have them submitted to Cheryl 
as soon as possible. 

6.  Achieving Standards 
Annual Plans 

Carol cited the language in the Assurance Forms re: the 
minimum requirements of the Achieving Standards annual plans.  
She also reported on sending a checklist and sample plan to each 
CTE Dean for reference.   
Carol also noted that because of the quick turnaround time 
between the date the plans are due and the meeting date to 
decide on how monies would be awarded (May 9 – May 16), a 
thorough review of the annual plans for completeness will likely 
not be made until after May 16th.  And after that Carol may ask 
that the campuses provide additional information as needed to 
complete the requirements of the plans and strategies. 

It was confirmed that as long as the 2005-06 
annual plans were complete (with historical 
data through 2003-04) the campuses need not 
update their 2004-05 plans and will not be 
required to submit updates to the 2005-06 
plans.   

7.  Reallocation of funds 
lapsing on 9/30/05 

• A projected $70,352 is available for reallocation.   
o $35,205   on spreadsheet 
o $10,000   from ETC (cannot be spent by 6/30) 
o $24,844   from HonCC  
o $     300   from HawCC 

• The Deans agreed to fund the following: 

Campus: Description Cost Balance 
($70,352) 

Haw:  Tissue Culture $ 4,500 $65,852 
Hon:  Carpentry Planer $20,000 $45,852 
Kau:  Library (revise proposal) $ 4,000 $41,852 
Kau:  Electronics $ 6,000 $35,852 
Kau:  Nursing $ 5,800 $30,052 
ETC: $10,000 $20,052 
Haw:  AMT  (revise proposal) $20,052 -0- 

In anticipation of additional lapsing funds coming in after 6/30, 
the Deans agreed to support the EXCEL proposal for the Great 
Teachers Conference ($10,345) and to solicit additional Program 
Improvement proposals.  Each campus may submit additional 
Program Improvement proposals of up to $5,000, of items that 

Carol will have award memos prepared and 
distributed.  As noted, proposals must be 
revised before funds are awarded. 
 
(As of 5/16/05, received $1,300 from HawCC 
on 5/12, received Library proposal somethime 
last week too… so their awards to these 
campuses will be made this week.  ETC has 
declined the $10,000.  $10,345 awarded to 
EXCEL group for the Great Teachers 
Conference.  HonCC was sent their award 
letter for $20,000.)  
 
Proposals for additional Program 
Improvement projects are due to Carol by 
June 3, 2005.   
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can be received by 9/30.  The proposals must be of “chunkable” 
purchases, and are due to Carol by June 3, 2005.   

8.  Program Improvement 
Proposals for 2005-06 

• Deans agreed to the following revised schedule for the 2005-
06 Program Improvement guidelines and proposals.   
§ Draft guidelines to be distributed – May 16 
§ Comments due – May 30 
§ Formal RFP issued – June 6 
§ Proposals due – July 15 
§ CTE Deans meeting to prioritize proposals ~ July 25 
§ Proposal changes due – August 5 
§ Award letters issued – August 15 

Deans agreed it would be okay to send out Draft Guidelines 
now. 
• The Workforce Development Officer position will continue to 

be funded from Program Improvement funds for one more 
year 

Carol will email draft guidelines (with a 
suggested format for the proposals) to CTE 
Deans. 
 
(4/25/05 and 5/8/05, Carol sent out draft 
guidelines for comments) 

9.  Workforce Development 
Officer funding  

The Deans confirmed that it was their understanding/intent to 
fund Workforce Development Officer position with Program 
Improvement (carryover) funds from 1/05 through 6/30/06. 

 

10.  Next Meeting Possible agenda items: 
• Staff Development Committee – Where does it belong? 
• Funding 2005-06 Achieving Standards strategies 

Next meeting: 
May 16, 2005 
9 a.m. – 2 p.m. 
Dole Street Conference Room 

   


